Providing ‘Walk-Goff’ fuel
How the new baseball student section energizes the team
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With the weather warming up in West Lafayette, that means it’s time for baseball. This season, however, promising alums add spark, creativity and enthusiasm to Purdue’s new student section, the Walk-Goff Squad.

The Walk-Goff Squad gets its start in the OPS of the baseball program, to create an electrifying environment in Alexander Field. Named the Walk-Goff Squad, these spirited Boilermakers led by John Turner have one mission: to create an atmosphere throughout the game that fans of all ages can appreciate. The Walk-Goff Squad is a student-organized group that started gaining momentum last season.

The Walk-Goff Squad is the brainchild of John Turner, a sophomore in electrical and computer engineering, and a student of chemistry. Turner saw a need for a student section to energize the atmosphere at games, and with the help of his friends and classmates, the Walk-Goff Squad was born.

The squad has been growing in popularity, with Turner leading the charge. He has worked tirelessly to make the Walk-Goff Squad a reality, and with his efforts, the group has gained traction on campus.

The Walk-Goff Squad’s first game was against Maryland on April 24, and the squad made a successful debut. Turner and his colleagues brought energy to the game, with sparklers and noise makers creating a festive atmosphere.

The Walk-Goff Squad is not just for fans of baseball; it’s for everyone who enjoys a good time. Whether you’re a Die-hard Boilermaker fan or just looking for a fun way to spend an afternoon, the Walk-Goff Squad has something for you.

The Walk-Goff Squad is the future of Purdue baseball. With Turner leading the charge, the group is poised to become a fixture on campus, with games filled with energy and enthusiasm.
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Purdue will play Maryland a visit this week for what will be both teams’ second meeting of the year.

The Boilermakers’ second game against the Terrapins is scheduled for 12:05 p.m. on Friday, April 28, at Alex Box Stadium in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. This will be the final home game of the season for both teams.

The Boilermakers are currently in fifth place in the Big Ten Conference, while Maryland is in third. The Boilermakers have a record of 19-27 in conference play, while Maryland is at 19-26.

The Boilermakers have had a tough season so far, with a record of 12-27 overall. However, they have shown improvements in recent games, particularly against the Terrapins. The Boilermakers have won two of the three games played against Maryland this season.

The Terrapins, on the other hand, have a record of 19-27 in conference play and 19-26 overall. They have struggled to find consistency in their lineup, but have shown improvements in their pitching.

Both teams are looking to build on their recent success, with the Boilermakers hoping to improve their standing in the Big Ten, and the Terrapins looking to close the season on a high note.

The game will be a competitive one, with both teams looking to gain the upper hand. Expect a thrilling contest between two well-matched teams.

The Boilermakers are currently ranked 10th in the Big Ten, while the Terrapins are ranked 11th. This will be a crucial game for both teams, as they look to solidify their positions in the conference standings.